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1. Introduction

At present, it is impossible to determine pressure distri-
bution over the surface of an aerodynamic assembly without 
performing ballistic calculations and knowledge of a certain 
aerodynamic configuration. The flight trajectory sections in 
which the zone of transonic flow around the carrier rocket 
(CR) takes place are determined by ballistic calculations as 
well and aerodynamic calculations determine realization of 
the modes of flow over the assembly. In this (classical) way, 
aerodynamic loads acting on the assembly along the whole 
path of the CR flight are determined. However, in the case 
of sketch and pre-design work, a necessity arises to estimate 
maximum possible pressure fluctuations for choosing an 
optimal assembly and solving the issues of drainage of the 
spacecraft (SC) placement zones.

Medium pressure on the outer surface of the head fair-
ing (HF) affects the pressure in the SC zone. Being the part 
of the drainage system, drainage devices (DD) in the HF 
provide the necessary level of ventilation for the SC zone. 
Moreover, DD are also necessary to meet requirements 
concerning excessive pressure before the moment of the 
HF throw-off. In addition, the pressure gradient under the 
HF during the CR flight in atmosphere has predetermined 
limitations as well. Excess of these levels can disrupt perfor-
mance of SC or the elements of its design [1]. First studies 
of gas escape from unsealed compartments of space-rocket 
systems have appeared in 1970 [1]. This work describes the 
nuances to be taken into account in designing SC and the 

compartment in which it stays during the atmospheric phase 
of the CR flight.

A change in pressure values is characterized by a gra-
dient. A need to study not only the value of absolute pres-
sure on the external surface of HF and under it but also 
the pressure gradients appears. There is a phase with the 
greatest fluctuations in external pressure on the HF surface 
during the CR flight in the Earth’s atmosphere. This special 
flight phase is characterized by the range of Mach numbers 
0.8 1.2.≤ ≤M  The transonic flight phase features the highest 
possible level of sharp pressure drops [2–4].

Various methods for calculating pressure on the external 
fairing surface are available in periodical scientific publi-
cations. Part of them deal with the study of dependence 
of internal pressure (inside the fairing) on the external 
pressure. Finding these pressures as well as their mutual 
influences in various variations determine solution of a par-
ticular problem. Methods of a rapid assessment of reaction 
of a leaky CR compartment on the fast external pressure 
drops are presented in [5]. Work [6] studies effectiveness 
of drainage devices in the interrelations of internal and 
external pressures. Article [7] sets forth a mathematical 
model for calculating the process of leaky vessel drainage as 
a function of the CR flight time. Work [8] presents calcula-
tion of excess pressure in leaky CR compartments and the 
numerical and analytical methods specifically developed 
to this end. Solution to the problem of drainage of leaky 
hydraulically connected vessels at subsonic and supersonic 
velocities of CR flight is given in [9].
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As it follows from analysis of the presented scientific 
works, the problems of determining external and internal 
pressures in leaky containers are well studied. However, the 
literature does not fully cover all issues of this engineering 
issue. For example, methods for transient processes, in par-
ticular for the transonic phase of the CR flight have been 
poorly developed. There are no engineering analytical meth-
ods for determining the pressure values for which there is no 
need in ballistic calculations. There are no methods based 
on the use of dimensionless quantities as basic parameters.

Development of a mathematical model and a method en-
abling analytical search for the best DD locations in the HF 
is a focal problem. It is necessary for taking into account the 
effect of maximum external pressure variations on the HF 
and minimization of this effect on the pressure inside the HF. 
This study stage was devoted to working out a mathematical 
model for calculating the pressure and its gradient on the 
surface of the aerodynamic assembly. This model will ensure 
an operational determination of DD locations minimizing 
depressurization rate.

2. Literature review and problem statement

The need to take into account effect of depressurization 
rate or the rate of air intake into the HF room where the SC 
is placed arose during practical operation and development of 
both SC and CR. In the course of SC and CR improvement, 
problems of various kinds appeared that might unexpectedly 
arise during operation of new HF designs or SC operation in 
error conditions. They include the problems associated with 
a sharp change in pressure under the HF during atmospheric 
flight phase, a small volume of HF and a tight spacecraft 
placement under the HF [10, 11]. Works devoted to the study 
of drainage of HF, SC and the system of HF and SC are ac-
tualized periodically. Methods of solving both general and 
specific issues related to drainage of dry CR compartments 
were proposed. In all cases, the atmospheric CR flight phase 
or a part of it is considered.

Work [12] gives an example of how during operation of 
the Zenit CR (Ukraine), peculiarities of flow over a cone-cyl-
inder assembly manifested themselves at a transonic velocity 
by appearance of overpressure under the fairing. Detailed 
analysis of peculiarities of the jumping pressure variation on 
the cone-cylinder assembly and studies in the assembly design 
have enabled normalization of the drainage process.

Issues of drainage of small space volumes under the 
fairing along the entire flight path are considered in [13]. 
With the help of numerical Runge-Kutta method, pressure 
is determined by the CR flight time. Maximum pressure 
fluctuations on the HF are determined by calculation. De-
pendence of the consumption characteristics of the DD on 
the CR flight time is pointed out. Application of numerical 
methods that require use of computers can be considered 
as disadvantage of this method, that is, the method is not 
adapted to the design (search) works.

An analytical technique for determining internal pres-
sure of drained compartments is given in [14]. It is stated 
there that the maximum pressure change is often the most 
important parameter that affects depressurization. How-
ever, it is noted that application of this technique for com-
plex external transients is limited. From the authors’ point 
of view, the fact that this technique assumes existence of 
completed ballistic calculations can be considered its dis-

advantage since it operates with quantities that depend on 
the flight time.

In [15], details of an experiment with modeling depres-
surization of the SpaceX Dragon Trunk CR compartment 
are given. The experiment in a vacuum chamber was rec-
ognized as the best way to ensure safety of the payload. It 
was noted that the critical phase of depressurization occurs 
when the pressure drops from 760 mm Hg to the vacuum of 
space. It is stated that the most critical period occurs in the 
transonic flight zone. It was noted that ballistic calculations 
are required to determine altitudes of transonic zones. Ab-
sence of operational methods for obtaining sought altitudes 
to be used in analysis of predicted results can be attributed 
to the promising type of works. Such preliminary results 
could be helpful in a preliminary selection of compressors 
for experimenting.

It was shown in [16] that numerical determination of the 
moments of maximum loading of the carrier rocket HF in 
determination of its shape to reduce number and longevity 
of expensive experiments is a topical question. The cases 
of maximum aerodynamic resistance were determined at a 
Mach number of 1.2. It was noted that a controlled random 
search method was applied to obtain required geometric 
parameters of the HF. Application of analytical methods 
taking into account the force of aerodynamic resistance al-
lows preliminary work to be done for reducing the number of 
calculations using modern numerical methods.

The paper [17] presents development of a new analytical 
model that can predict the maximum pressure change on the 
walls of a spacecraft or the HF. The method uses nonlinear 
one-dimensional equations for isentropic flow of an ideal gas. 
Availability of computation machinery for its application 
and dependence on the trajectory parameters of the CR can 
be considered a disadvantage of this method.

The issues of air escape from internal spacecraft volumes 
to the subfairing space are considered in [18] taking into 
account differential pressure on the outer surface of the 
HF. The authors investigated dependence of the ventilation 
elements at small differential pressures and the features of 
their action under conditions of depressurization. At the 
same time, the question of maximum external pressure was 
actualized since internal pressure is its function.

The problems of drainage of volumes in a vehicle de-
scending into the dense atmospheric layers are solved in [19]. 
The solutions developed for the Titan IV CR (USA) on its 
atmospheric flight phase are used in this work. In fact, work 
[19] considers the inverse problem. The solved issues re-
mained the same: ensuring the predicted process of draining 
dry compartments and searching for peak pressure values.

The paper [20] presents the results of the works intended 
for ensuring reduction of the rate of pressure drop in the area 
of the spacecraft onboard the Dnepr CR. The disadvantage 
is that the article considered the options based solely on the 
drainage system modernization, in particular, variations of 
the trajectory parameters while the launch altitude of the 
CR were not considered.

As it is pointed out in [21], one of the lines of studies 
touched the technical risks in launching the Dnepr CR 
associated with the HF design, in particular, designing of a 
drainage system (DS). The work identified the risks associ-
ated with designing of the space vehicle head, namely, one of 
them is drainage on the atmospheric flight phase. The article 
states that the selected drainage scheme made it possible to 
reduce level of the maximum pressure drop to 25 %.
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In [22], studies of transient gas-dynamical processes are 
described for an outflow from vessels with substantiation of 
application of the mathematical models used in this case and 
taking into account influence of various real factors.

3. The study objective and tasks

This work objective was to develop an engineering 
method for determining pressure on the outer surface of 
the cone-cylinder assembly when the carrier rocket passes 
transonic flight phase without the need in ballistic calcu-
lations to determine the best locations for placement of 
drainage devices.

To achieve this goal, the following tasks were accom-
plished:

– analysis of the traditional presentation of pressure on 
the outer surface of the cone-cylinder assembly and presen-
tation of this pressure in a new form;

– analysis of variables on which each component of 
quasi-static pressure depends and development of a mathe-
matical model;

– comparison of theoretical results and experimental 
data, determination of conditions for minimizing the pres-
sure gradient under the head fairing and elaboration of prac-
tical recommendations.

4. Definition of pressure and its dependence on 
dimensional and dimensionless quantities

The results of experimental studies of absolute pressure 
on the surface of the aerodynamic assembly performed in 
laboratory conditions are usually presented [23] in the form 

( ) ,∞ ∞= −PC P P q , (1)

where PC  is the dimensionless pressure coefficient; P is the 
measured absolute value of pressure on the external surface 
of the assembly; ∞P  is the pressure in an undisturbed flow; 

∞q  is velocity head in an undisturbed flow.
The pressure acting at the surface of the aerodynamic 

assembly is determined by formula (1) and is traditionally 
represented as two summands:

20.5 ,∞ ∞ ∞= + ρPP P C V   (2)

where ∞ρ  is the density of the incoming air in an undis-
turbed flow; ∞V  is air velocity in an undisturbed flow.

The law of variation of the first summand (2) has the 
form [24]:

( ) 0 ,−β
∞ = hP h P e  (3)

0d d ,−β
∞ = − β hP h P e  (4)

where 0 101,3=P  k; Pa is the value of the sea level pressure; 
h, km is altitude above the sea level; β=0.13 km-1 is the alti-
tude pressure gradient.

Analysis of expression (2) showed that it includes both 
dynamic components of pressure and kinematic parameters 
of the CR which leads to impossibility of solving it without 
preliminary ballistic calculations.

To this end, represent (2) in a new form:

( )21 0.5 ,∞ ∞= + PP P kC M   (5)

where M∞ is the Mach number in an undisturbed flow; 
k is the adiabatic exponent for air.

Feature of (5) is that it has two multipliers but not two 
summands. The second multiplier depends on the dimen-
sionless components and actually represents the dynamic 
factor in the form:

21 0,5 .∞= +D PC kC M
 

 (6)

Determination of the dynamic factor through the dimen-
sionless coefficients does not require ballistic calculations.

4. 1. Mathematical modeling of a simplified definition 
of the transonic carrier rocket flight

Along the trajectory of the CR flight, atmospheric pres-
sure changes in a not abrupt way and is a function of altitude, 
therefore it was characterized in this work as a quasi-static 
component, Q�S.P

Altitude definition for a quasi-static pressure is written as:

( ) ( ) ( ),= + + ΔS V Temph t h h t h t   (7)

where hS is the CR launch altitude; hV is altitude (length) of 
the vertical flight section; ΔhTemp is the altitude of the CR 
flight section at which its pitch turn takes place.

The length of the vertical section of the CR flight and 
the section at which it changes its pitch is determined by its 
ballistic parameters [25–27]. One of the main factors is the 
power-to-weight ratio which is the ratio of the engine’s emp-
ty thrust to the CR mass. It is called 0ν  in the methodology. 
The power-to-weight ratio is the ratio of the engine thrust 
to the mass of the CR at the moment of its detachment from 
the launch table and is called the starting power-to-weight 
ratio, .νS. At the same time, an approximate relationship 

S 00.9ν = ν  is introduced. For the present-day carrier rockets, 
this coefficient varies in the range 1.2 2.1.≤ ν ≤S

Besides, it is necessary to take into account the tempera-
ture coefficient which depends on the ambient temperature 
at the CR start time. The method of its recording is given in 
[26]. Its linear approximation is proposed in the form:

( )
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To determine the dimensionless quasi-static pressure, 
express current atmospheric pressure in an undisturbed flow 
thru reduced atmospheric pressure and then express (3) and 
(4) in the form:

( ) ( ) ,−β
∞= = h

R SVP h P h P e  (9)

where ( )( )
0

−β + +Δ= S V Temph h h T

SVP P e  is the coefficient of reduction.
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Proceeding from (9), the atmospheric pressure gradient 
takes the form:

( )d d .−β= −β h
RP h h e   (10)

Introduce initial conditions to calculate the CR flight al-
titude at which its pitch change takes place: the altitude of the 
turn beginning is considered equal to zero, the program pitch 
angle is α=90o [25], velocities and accelerations of the CR:

( )0 0,=Turnh  ( )0 ,=Turn Vdh dt V  ( )2 0 ,=R Vd h dt W   (11)

where VV and WV are relative velocity and acceleration at a 
hS+hV altitude for air temperature during launching equal 
to +15 oC.

Acceleration of the CR at the beginning of vertical flight 
section is generally defined as described in [27]:

( ) ( )0 sin ,= ν − α −V VW g X  (12)

where g=9.81 m/s is acceleration of gravity; νV  is the value 
of power-to-weight ratio at a hS+hV altitude; a is the program 
pitch angle; X  is the drag force reduced to the CR mass.

For simplification of expression (12), trajectories of the 
CR with various power-to-weight ratios were analyzed. This 
made it possible to establish that the value of the CR velocity 
at the end of the vertical flight section is VV<60 m/s. There-
fore, within the accepted assumptions of this mathematical 
model, neglect the drag force, then (12) takes the form:

( ) ( )0 1 ,= ν −V VW g   (13)

where νB is the value of the power-to-weight ratio at the 
hS+hV altitude.

Express equation of the CR flight at which its pitch turn 
occurs in a form of a quadratic dependence expressed by the 
following formula:

( ) ( ) ( ) 2, 0.5 ,ν = ν + νTurn S V S V Sh t V t W t   (14)

where VV and WV are quantities that depend on the starting 
power-to-weight ratio.

The found values of initial velocity and acceleration de-
termine the beginning and the end of the transonic zone at 
the vertical section of the CR flight. They were chosen from 
the conditions obtained by means of formula (14) and the 
data from [26, 27].

The criterion of matching is the time at which the CR 
reaches the beginning and the end of the transonic zone. The 
calculated velocities and accelerations are presented in Table 1.

Table	1

Velocities	and	accelerations	of	a	hypothetical	CR	for		
two	extreme	values	of	the	power-to-weight	ratio

νS VV, km/s WV, km/s2

1.2 0.04 0.00334

2.1 0.0207 0.01152

The developed mathematical model of movement of a 
hypothetical CR determines transonic altitudes with an 
accuracy of 1 %. Comparison was made with the calculated 
data obtained by ballistic calculations of various CR.

By substituting (14) into (9) and (10), dependences of 
the dimensionless quasi-static pressure and its time gradient 
were obtained:

( ) ( ) ( )( )20,5* ,
−β ν + ν

− ∞= = V S V SV t W t

Q S SVP t P P e   (15)

( ) ( )( )20,5*
� .

−β ν + ν
∞= = −β V S V SV t W t

Q S SVP dt P P e   (16)

From a physical point of view, PSV (9) is the static 
distribution of atmospheric pressure over altitude. The 
dimensionless quasi-static pressure *

�Q SP  determines local 
pressure values near the outer surface of the CR while being 
a function of time and the dependence of the velocity and 
acceleration of the CR. The latter are determined by the CR 
starting power-to-weight ratio.

Investigate dependence of the CR velocity on the flight 
altitude in the form of a polynomial:

( ) 2
V 1 2 ,= + +V h V b h b h   (17)

where VV is the CR velocity at the hS+hV altitude; b1, b2 are 
the coefficients of the quadratic equation determined pro-
ceeding from the following conditions: at an altitude of h0.8, 
the CR reaches velocity of 0.8a and 1.2a at an altitude h1.2 
where a is the velocity of sound.

Coefficients for (17) taking into account Table 1 are 
given in Table 2.

Table	2

Initial	velocity	and	coefficients	of	the	quadratic	equation	
polynomial	for	two	extreme	values	of	the	power-to-weight	ratio

νS

Initial velocity
Coefficients of  

quadratic equation

VV b1 b2

1.2 0.04 0.03485 –0.00057

2.1 0.0207 0.012 –0.0898

Transform dependences (14) and (17) and obtain a 
quadratic dependence expressing the altitude of flight as a 
function of the Mach number in the form:

( ) ( ) ( ) 2
1 2, .ν = ν + νS S Sh M d M d M   (18)

Coefficients of equation (18) are given in Table 3.

Table	3

Coefficients	of	quadratic	dependence	for		
two	extreme	values	of	the	power-to-weight	ratio

νS

Coefficients of quadratic equation

d1 d2

1.2 5.62 3.11

2.1 1.5 2.2

Substitution of (18) into (9) and (10) has given dimen-
sionless values of the quasi-static pressure component and 
its gradient as a function of the Mach number and the power- 
to-weight ratio (Fig. 1) at an ambient start temperature 
of +15 °C.

To obtain intermediate values, linear interpolation be-
tween the data shown in Fig. 1 is allowed.
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4. 2. Determination of the dependence of pressure 
through the dynamic factor

The dynamic factor, like the pressure coefficient, is a 
function of three variables: the taper angle, the longitudinal 
coordinate of the assembly and the Mach number. The re-
sults of measuring absolute pressure on the external surface 
of the Dnepr CR for dimensionless coordinates are given in 
[28, 29]. The dimensionless coordinates are determined by a 
ratio of distance from the top of the cylinder to the studied 
point X related to the CR diameter d.

Fig. 2, a shows distribution of pressure at the transonic 
section of the CR flight with coordinates 0.03=cylX  and 

1.7.=cylX  on the cylindrical surface. Fig. 2, b shows the pres-
sure coefficient calculated by formula (2) and the dynamic 
factor calculated by formula (6)

By numerical differentiation of the pressure and 
dynamic coefficients by the Mach number, the values of 
their gradients for the same longitudinal coordinates are 
determined.

5. Analysis of results and verification of  
the developed method for transonic  

flight velocity

5. 1. Analysis of the results of determining tran-
sonic zone parameters

Increment in the value of the quasi-static component 
at T=–40 °C as compared with T=+50 °C reaches 28 % 
for 1.2ν =S  and 12 % for 2.1.ν =S

Generalized parameters of the transonic zone for 
two power-to-weight ratios under study are presented 
in Table 4.

Table	4

Generalized	parameters	of	the	transonic	zone	for	two	
extreme	power-to-weight	ratios

Transonic zone  
parameters

νS

1.2 2.1

Beginning, km 5.8 6.8≤ ≤h 2.2 2.5≤ ≤h

End, km 11 12.1≤ ≤h 4.7 5.5≤ ≤h

Length, km 4.2 6.3≤ Δ ≤h 2.3 3.3≤ Δ ≤h

Time of transit, s 15 22≤ ≤t 6 8≤ ≤t

Velocity of transit, m/s 224 377≤ ≤V 238 408≤ ≤V

Dependence was determined for the pressure which at the 
beginning of the transonic flight zone for 2.1ν =S  1.65 times 
exceeds the pressure for 1.2,ν =S  at the end of the transonic 
zone becomes 2.26 times higher

 
 

  
                                                              а                                                                                                    b

Fig.	2.	Dependence	of	pressure	on	the	Mach	number	and	dependence	of	the	pressure	coefficient	and	the	dynamic	coefficient	
on	the	Mach	number:	1,	2	are	telemetric	data	of	the	absolute	pressure	change	(a);	3,	4	are	dependences	of	the	dynamic	

coefficient	and	5.6	are	dependences	of	the	pressure	coefficient	(b)

 

Fig.	1.	Dependence	of	the	dimensionless	quasistatic	pressure	and	
its	gradient	on	the	Mach	number
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5. 2. Analysis of the results of calculations for the 
dynamic factor 

Quantitatively, there is a difference in the values of the 
pressure factor and the dynamic factor at the same place of 
the assembly and at the same Mach numbers. The dynamiс 
factor, in contrast to the pressure factor, reflects qualitative 
dynamics of the absolute pressure behavior.

The dynamic factor, like the pressure factor makes it 
possible to determine whether the sought pressure is greater 
or less than the atmospheric pressure in the undisturbed 
flow. The difference is that the dynamic factor allows one to 
give such an estimate of its value without resort to ballistic 
calculations.

5. 3. Algorithm for the application of the operational 
procedure for determining pressure parameters in the 
transonic flight zone

Initial data for calculations include starting power-to-
weight ratio, distribution of the pressure factor, start alti-
tude, air temperature at the time of launch, and altitude of 
the vertical section of the CR flight.

1. Analytical expression for the quasi-static component 
is obtained on the basis of combination of (9), (15) and (18) 
and is represented in the following form:

*
Q�S SV Q�S,=P P P   (19)

where ( )2
1 2*

Q�S

−β += d M d M
P e  is coefficient of quasi-static pres-

sure (Table 3); ( )( )
SV 0

−β + +Δ= S V Temph h h T
P P e  is the pressure at the 

CR flight altitude.
Dependence of the gradient of quasi-static component on 

the Mach number has the following form:

*
Q�S SV Q�S ,=P dM P dP dM   (20)

where ( ) ( )2
1 2*

Q�S 1 22 .
−β += −β + d M d M

dP dM d d M e
Coefficients d1, d2 for 1.2ν =S   are given in Table 4.
Failure to take account the vertical flight section in 

the model of the start altitude at the standard air tempera-
ture during the start and at an approximate value PSV= 
=P0=101325≈105 Pa leads to an error not exceeding 10 %, 
and (18) has the following form:

* 5
� � 10 .=Q S Q SP P   (21)

2. Determination of the dynamic factor is carried out 
according to formula (9).

3. Finding of the absolute pressure on the surface of the 
aerodynamic assembly has the following form:

� .=Т Q S DP P C   (22)

4. The pressure gradient proceeding from the Mach num-
ber is determined from expression (20) and is represented in 
the form:

,∞=Т SVdP dM P dP dM   (23)

where

* *
� � .∞ = +D Q S Q S DdP dM C dP dM P dC dM

Analysis showed that neglect of the first summand results 
in an error less than 5 % and expression (23) takes the form:

*
� .=Т SV Q S PdP dM P P dC dM   (24)

Simplicity and convenience of the method consist in its 
linear dependencies between dimensionless coefficients.

5. 4. Verification of the developed mathematical mod-
el and methodology

Telemetry data from the sensors of absolute pressure 
on the cylindrical surface of the Dnepr CR were selected 
for verification [28, 29]. Comparison of the theoretical and 
experimental data is shown in Fig. 3.

 

Fig.	3.	Comparison	of	the	theoretical	and		
experimental	pressure	dependences

Qualitative match of theoretical and experimental data 
gives grounds to assert that the use of the dynamic factor 
is quite justified. Quantitative relationships determine val-
ues of the quasi-static component. Maximum discrepancy 
between theoretical and experimental data was observed 
not far from the Mach number M=0.97 for 0.03=cylX  and 
M=1.13 for 1.7=cylX  and did not exceed 5 %.

6. Discussion and practical recommendations for 
 pre-selection of locations for placement of drainage devices 

Application of this method can be considered as prepa-
ration of initial data for the study of pressure under the HF, 
i. e. in the SC location. Studies proceed in two directions: a 
decrease in the pressure gradient under the HF because it is a 
function of external pressure, and the dynamics of movement 
of air masses under the HF. From the analysis of dependence 
of pressure on the external HF surface it becomes possible 
to substantiate choice of location of the DD installation in 
accordance with the qualifying standards.

The first line of solving the problem of preliminary DD 
locations is based on the analysis of the CR trajectories. 
Based on the dynamic factor data presented in Fig. 3, possi-
bility of reducing values of the pressure gradient under the 
HF was analyzed. For Dnepr CR, substitution of a steeper 
trajectory for a flat one was investigated in order that the CR 
passed the transonic zone at altitudes more than 2.5–4.7 km. 
Analysis of the values showed that when the CR was moving 
along the trajectory with 2.1,ν =S  the maximum pressure 
gradient on the outer surface of the HF was 1.74 times high-
er for 0.03.=cylX  For 1.7,=cylX  pressure on the outer HF 
surface was 1.77 times higher compared with the gradient 
for the CR moving with 1.2.ν =S  Analysis of the values has 
shown that when the CR was flying along the trajectory 
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with 2.1,ν =S  the maximum pressure gradient on the outer 
surface of the HF was 1.74 times higher than for the CR 
flying with 1.2,ν =S  for 0.03.=cylX  The pressure gradient 
for the dimensionless coordinate 1.7=cylX  was 1.77 times 
larger than the gradient of the CR flying with 1.2.ν =S  

The second study line concerns presence of two DD locat-
ed at different distances along the cylinder length and pressure 
on the outer surface of the cylinder in the region of one DD is 
higher than pressure under the HF. At this moment, pressure 
in the location of other DD is lower than pressure under the 
HF. From a physical point of view, interaction between two 
DD located at different distances along the cylinder length 
occurs due to the presence of air masses under the HF. The 
value of pressure under the HF during passage of the transonic 
zone was between the two curves shown in Fig. 3. Pressure on 
the HF surface is higher than the pressure at 0.03,=cylX  but 
lower than at 1.7.=cylX  Depressurizing occurs (air masses are 
released from under the HF) in the region of 0.03=cylX  and 
intake of air masses under the HF takes place in the region of 

1.7.=cylX  Selection of DD characteristics ensures approxima-
tion of the pressure values under the HF to either the upper or 
the lower curve (curves). This changes relationships between 
the intake of air masses under the HF and their discharge from 
under the HF. Thus, it is possible either to increase or decrease 
values of the pressure gradient under the HF. There is an 
analogy with communicating vessels [30]. With this approach, 
value of the pressure gradient under the HF will be determined 
by two factors: the pressure difference in the DD locations and 
the DD characteristics. An estimate of the values of pressure 
difference on the outer surface of the cylinder can be given 
on the basis of the dynamic factor values presented in Fig. 3 
(see dependence of the dynamic factor). With this approach, 
it becomes possible to select another DD pair located on other 

CenX  coordinates. There are possible variants of using more 
than two DD to optimize pressure parameters under the HF.

7. Conclusions

1. Pressure dependence on the pressure factor was 
analyzed. Dependence of pressure determination on size 

parameters was shown. A new form of representation of 
pressure vs. the pressure factor was proposed. The innova-
tion made it possible to express dependence of pressure on 
dimensionless parameters and represent them in the form 
of two components: quasi=static and dynamic one.

2. The first (quasi-static) component was represent-
ed not only as a function of the flight time but also as a 
function of the Mach number. Studies were carried out 
for two extreme (minimum and maximum) values of the 
initial power-to-weight ratio. The second component 
(the dynamic factor) reflects features of flow around the 
cone-cylinder assembly at the transonic flight section. It 
depends on three variables: the taper angle, the longitudi-
nal coordinate and the Mach number.

3. The mathematical model of calculating pressure 
and its gradient was developed for two extreme power-
to-weight ratios. Main factors affecting parameters of 
the transonic zone were taken into account in the model 
development. These factors include altitude of the start 
point, temperature of the start environment, pitch turn 
angle, the drag coefficient and the power-to-weight ratio. 
An algorithm for calculating the pressure and its gradient 
was worked out and presented.

4. Comparison of theoretical and experimental data 
depending on the Mach number and its gradient showed 
qualitative coincidences. In quantitative terms, the dis-
crepancy between theoretical and experimental data did 
not exceed 5 %.

5. Two lines of minimizing the gradient of the total 
pressure on the outer HF surface and, as a consequence, 
under the HF were proposed. The first line is passage 
of the transonic zone at relatively high altitudes in the 
earth’s troposphere and launch of the CR taking into ac-
count increase in the CR launch altitude and at elevated 
temperatures of the launching environment. The second 
line of study is the use of not just one but simultaneously 
several DD located at different distances along the cy-
lindrical part of the assembly. Due to the analogy with 
communicating vessels, the ratio between the volumes of 
intake and removal of air masses from under the HF varies 
with variation of the ratio of the DD characteristics.
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